Super Casino responds to campaign to ban online gambling
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Amidst news that Las Vegas CEO, Sheldon Adelson, is preparing to launch an advocacy group titled the
Coalition to Stop Internet Gambling, the specialists at Super Casino have reviewed the counter argument.

Adelson, who runs Las Vegas Sands, has set up the organisation, which launches in January, with the aim
of convincing legislators to ban the activity on the grounds that legal online gambling could exploit
certain groups of people. However the billionaire is facing opposition, both from online operators and
fellow land casino owners. Many believe that banning online gambling would simply encourage the emergence
of unregulated black markets.
As one of the sector’s leading online casinos (http://www.supercasino.com/), Super Casino are dedicated
to pursuing industry news and developments. As such, a representative from the firm has reflected on the
possible implications of a ban on online gambling.
“There are actually situations where online gambling can provide a safer environment for people to
play. Whilst vulnerable or easily persuaded people might be encouraged by those around them to spend more
than they intended to in a land casino, this risk is significantly reduced when playing on a computer. As
long as users are careful to select the right company, they can enjoy a very secure gambling experience.
At Super Casino for example, transactions are theft proof thanks to the use of SSL encryption- technology
which is the major security standard online. Perhaps what is needed isn’t a ban but tighter regulations
for both online and offline gambling and even more emphasis on responsible play.”
With live roulette games broadcast on Channel 5 and Sky channel 862, Super casino is the longest running
and most popular online TV casino in the world. Famous for providing a realistic gaming experience
online, Supercasino.com offers games to suit a variety of tastes, including roulette, blackjack online
games (http://www.supercasino.com/games/blackjack), card games, table and video poker as well as a
selection of Super Casino slot games and arcade games.
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